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Setting up Trading 

View charts. 

Tips & Tricks



The video is describing many interesting features one can use in Trading View. Purely based on my own experience and features
I’m using every day again. The video and this download file is just to give you an idea about features you might not know yet.
Not describing every available feature as many are quite clear what their function is and how to use them.

I hope it helps!

Setting up Trading View charts
Tips & Tricks 



Switching to Dark Color theme



Chart Settings



Change back ground / grid lines



Side Margins



Copy/save chart



Watch Lists/Import Lists



Sandwich.finance



Object Tree    



Indicator Settings



Indicator Templates  



Replay feature   



Drawing tools Settings



Favourites Toolbar



➢https://www.crypto-ta.nl/

➢https://www.tradingview.com

➢https://www.sandwich.finance
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Crypto TA is an online educational web site only. Information contained throughout the site may be provided by sources that are
not affiliated with Crypto TA. The accuracy, reliability of such information is believed to be reliable. However, Crypto TA does not
warrant the accuracy, completeness, quality, adequacy, or content of any information on our website. Such information is
provided ‘as is’ without warranty or condition of any kind, either expressed or implied, including without limitation the implied
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Website and reports could include inaccuracies and/or typographical errors. The information provided herein is general and is not
tailored to any specific portfolio. Reliance on all the Data or any other information is at user’s own risk. In no event will Crypto TA
be liable for any direct, exemplary, punitive, consequential, incidental, special or indirect damages arising from use of the
information. User agrees that Crypto TA does not make any representations or warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to
the Trading Information, recommendations, or accuracy or completeness thereof, including, without limitation, any implied
warranties or any warranties of merchantability, timeliness, quality or fitness for a particular purpose, and those arising by statute
or otherwise in law or from any course of dealing or usage of trade.

Trading Cryptocurrencies may be highly volatile. You should therefore carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you
in light of your financial condition, financial objectives and needs, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. The
Information is the property of Crypto TA and is protected by applicable copyright law.

By accessing this information, you are acknowledging your understanding and consent to the foregoing and shall not hold
Crypto TA liable. User understands that Crypto-TA isn’t giving any financial advice and their charts should be considered as
“possible scenarios”.

User agrees not to reproduce, re-transmit, disseminate, sell, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate or commercially exploit the
Information in any manner without the express written consent of Crypto TA or the Providers. If a user is found in breach of this
clause (or suspicious), Crypto TA reserves the right to terminate the membership without a refund with immediate effect.
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